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Correlation of	ALD	and	
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§ Alcohol and	Fibrosis Progression in	
Hepatitis C	Virus	Infection



Alcohol and	Fibrosis Progression in	
Hepatitis C	Virus	Infection

§ In	patients infected with	the	hepatitis C	virus,	20%	to	30%	will
progress	to	cirrhosis in	over	two to	three decades

§ Viral and	host factors that are	important in	the	clinical and	histologic
progression of	HCV	infection

§ Alcohol consumption can	worsen the	course of	chronic hepatitis C

§ Most studies of	the	effect of	alcohol on	hepatitis C	have focused on	
persons who use	50	g/day or	more	of	alcohol

§ The	adverse effects of	light	and	moderate	amounts of	alcohol intake
on	hepatitis C	infection have not been clearly shown

Poynard T,	et	al.	Lancet	1997;349:825-832



Mean serum HCV	RNA	levels (branched DNA)	
according to	SRAC	expressed as grams per	week	

Pessione F,	et	al.	HEPATOLOGY	Vol.	27,	No.	6,	1998	



Factors Correlated With	Serum HCV	RNA:	
Uni- and	Multivariate	Analyses

Pessione F,	et	al.	HEPATOLOGY	Vol.	27,	No.	6,	1998	



Alcohol and	HCV	RNA	

§ The available literature on the effects of alcohol on viral
replication and serum HCV RNA levels is conflicting

§ An increase in HCV quasispecies has been reported
associated with heavy drinkers (70 g/day) compared
with nondrinkers

§ Other studies have not found a difference in HCV RNA
levels related to alcohol intake

Bellentani	S,	et	al.	Gut 1999;44:874-880
Khan	KN,	et	al.		Alcohol	Alcohol	2000;35:286-295
 



Association between stage	of	fibrosis and	age or	
duration of	infection by	alcohol consumption

Poynard T,	et	al.	Lancet	1997;349:825-832



Association between stage	of	fibrosis and	age or	
duration of	infection by	cause	of	infection

Poynard T,	et	al.	Lancet	1997;349:825-832



Summary of	Breakdown	of	Variables According
to	Fibrosis Score	on	Liver Biopsy

Ostapowicz G,	et	al.	Hepatology Vol.	27,	No.	6,	1998	



Scores	for	steatosis,	necroinflammatory grading,	
and	fibrosis	staging	according	to	Ishak’s criteria

C.	Rigamonti et	al.	Hepatology,	Vol.	38,	No.	1,	2003

Biopsy for 125 patients with chronic hepatitis C and no alcohol intake (group
A), ethanol intake < 50 g/d (group B), and ethanol intake > 50 g/d (group C)



Poynard T,	et	al.	Lancet	1997;349:825-832

Rate	of	fibrosis progression in	
patients by	risk factors



Alcohol,	HCV	and	sex	differences

§ Chronic hepatitis C	is often histologically milder in	women
than men.	Fibrosis	progression	per	year	was	0.154	for	men	
and	0.111	for	women	

§ However,	women may be	more	sensitive	to	the	adverse
effects of	alcohol and	the	risk of	cirrhosis was twice as high	in	
women as in	men	with	the	same amount of	alcohol intake

§ Lower	amounts of	alcohol were required for	the	increased
risk of	fibrosis progression in	women with	chronic hepatitis C	

Poynard T,	et	al.	Lancet	1997;349:825-832
Bellentani	S,	et	al.	Gut 1997;41:845-850  



Light	or	moderate	alcohol use	was not associated
with	faster rates of	fibrosis progression

Kelly	E.M.	et	al.	Clinical Infectious Disease 2017



Histologic	Results	in	the	HCV	and	
HCV/Alcohol	Group

Cirrhosis	was	2	1⁄2	times	as	frequent	in	the	HCV/alcohol	group.
Both	the	mean	fibrosis	grade	as	well	as	the	mean	HAI	scores	were	
significantly	greater	in	the	HCV/alcohol	group	



The	relationship	between	fibrosis	grade	
and	years	of	exposure

T.E.	WILEY	et	al.	Hepatology	Vol.	28,	No.	3,	1998

The linear relation in patients
who did not drink 

The linear relation in the combined
HCV/alcohol group



Histologic Activity,	Fibrosis Score,	and	Clinical Findings Over	
Four Decades of	HCV	Exposure With	or	Without Alcohol

T.E.	WILEY	et	al.	Hepatology	Vol.	28,	No.	3,	1998



Fibrosis score	and	the	years of	exposure

§ In	the	nonalcohol group,	the	fibrosis score	increased 1	
grade	every 14	years.	In	the	HCV/alcohol group fibrosis
score	increasing 1	grade	every 7	years

§ In	the	first	decade,	the	HAI	was twofold greater in	the	
alcohol group (P .05).	

§ However,	there was no	statistical increase in	the	fibrosis
grade	or	incidence of	cirrhosis in	the	first	decade	

§ However,	by	the	second decade	58%	of	patients in	the	
HCV/alcohol group had cirrhosis whereas only 12%	of	
the	HCV-only group had cirrhosis (P .001).	

T.E.	WILEY	et	al.	Hepatology	Vol.	28,	No.	3,	1998



Independent and	Combined Action	of	Hepatitis C	
Virus	Infection and	Alcohol Consumption



Alcohol consumption has a	strong	effect on	the	
risk of	LC	that is independent of	anti-HCV	status

§ A	dose-effect relationship between LDAI	and	the	risk of	LC	
was also observed in	anti-HCV-negative	subjects;	the	OR	
was not significantly for	alcohol intake 50	g/day,	whereas it
steadily increased above this dosage

§ This finding allows us to	firmly reject the	hypothesis of	a	
permissive	role of	HCV	in	the	development of	liver damage
in	alcoholics

§ Thus,	alcohol and	HCV	interact synergically on	the	risk of	
liver cirrhosis



Anti-HCV	positivity does not modify the	
effect of	low alcohol consumption

§ The	practical consequence is that anti-HCV	positive	subjects
without evidence of	liver disease should not be	advised to	stop	
alcohol but should moderate	its intake to	no	more	than 30	g/day

§ However,	other factors could modify the	effect of	a	‘‘low’’	dose	
of	alcohol in	anti-HCV	positive	subjects

§ Alcohol intake and	HCV	infection are	independent risk factors
for	symptomatic liver cirrhosis,	but in	subjects with	high	levels of	
alcohol intake the	coexistence of	HCV	infection multiplies the	
alcohol-associated risk of	onset of	liver cirrhosis



Dionysos study

§ An alcohol intake less than 30 g/day did not increase the
risk of clinically apparent cirrhosis

§ Among HCV-positive individuals who drank more than 30
g/day of alcohol, 32% had cirrhosis compared with 10%
of those who drank less

§ The combination of hepatitis C and alcohol abuse was
associated with younger age at hospitalization and
higher rate of death compared with hepatitis C or
alcoholic liver disease alone
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§ Alcohol and	HCC	



Relation	between alcohol drinking and	HCC	
also considering hepatitis C	virus	

§ Alcohol intake has been recognized as a	cause	of	chronic liver
diseases,	including hepatocellular carcinoma	(HCC)	

§ The	effect of	alcohol drinking is evident even in	the	absence
of	hepatitis C	virus	infection

§ Alcohol could be	involved in	the	development of	HCC	
through both direct (genotoxic)	and	indirect mechanisms

§ No	agreement exists on	the	dose-effect relation	between
alcohol intake and	risk of	HCC	



Alcohol and	HCC	

§ Excess alcohol intake was shown to	predispose	to	the	
development of	liver cancer in	the	Dionysos study

§ Studies from	Japan	reported an	increased risk of	HCC	in	
patients with	hepatitis C	who were drinking more	than 65	g	
daily for	more	than 5	years

§ The	tumors from	heavy drinkers were more	anaplastic with	
increased capsular,	extracapsular,	and	portal vein invasion and	
intrahepatic metastases.	

§ The	heavy drinkers with	HCC	also had a	shortened survival

Kubo	S,	et	al.	Surgery	1997;121:425-429.	



Alcohol and	HCC	

Heavy alcohol intake increases the	risk of	HCC	through the	
development of	cirrhosis,	there is no	definite	evidence to	show	
carcinogenic potential of	alcohol

In	chronic HCV	patients,	odds of	developing cirrhosis were 2.3	
higher in	heavy alcohol drinkers

The	risk of	HCC	increased in	a	linear	fashion	with	heavy alcohol
intake,	and	this risk doubled in	those infected with	HCV.	

The	effect of	low or	moderate	amount of	alcohol intake on	risk
of	HCC	is unclear.	

Mittal	S,	et	al.	J	Clin Gastroenterol.	2013	July	;	47(0):	S2–S6	



Liver carcinogenesis:	the	effects of	early and	late	
alcohol intake and	interaction with	HCV

Donato	F,	et	al.	Am J Epidemio 2002;	155	(4)	323-331	



Alcohol and	HCC	

Odds ratios for hepatocellular carcinoma, according to alcohol intake
and the presence of hepatitis C	virus	RNA	



Distribution	of	cases and	odds ratios according to	
alcohol intake and	the	presence of	HCV	infection

Alcohol intake (g/day)

The odds ratio for drinking >60 g/day of ethanol was 7.0 for subjects negative
for both infections, whereas the odds ratios for drinking 0–60 and >60 g/day
were, respectively, 55 and 109 for subjects positive for hepatitis C virus RNA

Donato F, et al. Am J Epidemiol Vol. 155, No. 4, 2002 



The	interaction between
alcohol consumption and	viral hepatitis

§ Alcohol drinking has a	“pure”	effect in	increasing the	risk of	
HCC	and	that its effect can	be	modified by	HCV	infection

§ A	synergism between alcohol drinking and	infection was
found,	with	approximately a	twofold increase in	the	odds ratio	
for	hepatitis virus	infection for	drinkers of	>60	g	per	day

§ Thus,	heavy alcohol intake increases the	risk of	cirrhosis and	
liver cancer in	hepatitis C,	but the	role of	light	or	moderate	
intake has not been adequately assessed

Donato F, et al. Am J Epidemiol Vol. 155, No. 4, 2002 
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Risk of	death in	patients with	
hepatitis C	and	alcohol intake

§ Multiple studies have shown increased rates of cirrhosis,
and risk of death in patients with hepatitis C who have
heavy alcohol intake

§ Unfortunately, most studies have evaluated the
extremes of alcohol intake

§ The lower amounts of alcohol intake (cutoff of 30 g/day)
found that at these levels worsened the rate of
development of fibrosis in hepatitis C, but the degree of
worsening was not statistically significant



Mortality related to	chronic hepatitis C	

§ Excessive alcohol consumption was an	important
cofactor associated with	mortality

§ Excessive alcohol consumption was strongly associated
with	a	younger age at death suggesting a	major	
contributing role of	alcohol in	premature	death for	
those chronically infected with	HCV	

P.	Marcellin et	al.	/	Journal	of	Hepatology	48	(2008)	200–207



Mean	age	at	death	according	to	
excessive	alcohol	consumption

Deaths related to	HCV	infection occurred at	an	earlier	age	in	
patients	with	a	history	of	excessive alcohol consumption

P.	Marcellin et	al.	/	Journal	of	Hepatology	48	(2008)	200–207

Excessive alcohol consumption was found for 35 percent, and the mean
age at death was significantly lower when excessive alcohol
consumption was present (p = 0.004)



The	impact	of	excessive alcohol consumption
and	chronic hepatitis C	on	mortality

In	patients,	with	excessive alcohol use,	having CH-C	dramatically
increased the	risk of	all-cause	mortality and	liver-related mortality

Younossi Z.M.	et	al.	Aliment	Pharmacol Ther 2013;	37:	703-709	
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§ Alcohol and	Treatment	of	Hepatitis C



5-year	cumulative	incidence rate	of	HCC	

A. 5 year incidence rate of HCC according to alcohol intake
B. 5-year	incidence rate	of	HCC	according to	viral eradication
C. 5-year	incidence rate	of	HCC	according to	alcohol intake and	viral eradication

Hernaez R,	et	al.	Annals of	Hepatology 2017;	16	(1):	16-20
Vandenbulcke H.	et	al.		Journal	of	Hepatology 2016	vol.	65	j	543–551	



5-year	cumulative	incidence rate	of	HCC	

§ The	5-year	cumulative	incidence	rate	of	HCC	was	10.6%	in	
abstainers	and	23.8%	in	alcohol	consumers	(p	=	0.087)	

§ Average	annual	HCC	rates	were	2.3%	and	5.9%	in	
abstainers	and	consumers,	respectively

§ The	5-year	cumulative	incidence	rate	of	HCC	was	2.0%	in	
patients	with	viral	eradication	and	21.7%	in	patients	
without	viral	eradication	(p	=	0.002).	

§ Average	annual	HCC	rates	were	0.4%	and	5.4%	in	patients	
with	and	without	viral	eradication.	

Vandenbulcke H.	et	al.		Journal	of	Hepatology 2016	vol.	65	j	543–551	



5-year	cumulative	incidence rate	of	decompensation and	rate	of	mortality



Association	between	HCV	treatment	status	
and	alcohol	use:	multivariable	analysis

R.	KNIGHT	et	al.	Addiction 27	MAY	2017

A significant decrease (over 60% reduction) in both hazardous alcohol use and binge
drinking and a reduction of 10 alcohol units/month were observed after HCV treatment



Perceived health and	alcohol use	
in	patients with	hepatitis C

§ Individuals who feel poorly may not see value in	
avoiding risk behaviors,	perhaps due	to	hopelessness
or	perceived futility

§ Among HCV	infected,	drug-using individuals,	those
who perceived their health more	negatively generally
had greater alcohol use,	when all demographic
characteristics were held constant



Drinking	status	by	perceived	health	status	for	
drug-using	individuals	with	HCV	infection
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J.C.	Elliott	et	al.	/	Addictive Behaviors 72	(2017)	21–26

Poor	perceived	health	may	result	in	perceived	futility	in	health	behaviors



Drinking	status	by	perceived	health	status	for	
drug-using	individuals	with	HIV/HCV	co-infection
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Poor	perceived	health	may	result	in	perceived	futility	in	health	behaviors



An	important opportunity

§ The	treatment	of	HCV	represents an	important opportunity to	
enhance a	patient’s awareness and	knowledge about liver
health and	to	provide them with	the	resources they need to	
reduce	harmful alcohol use	effectively.	

§ Enhancing an	integrated set	of	services that target	other key
risk behaviours,	including the	use	of	tobacco and	excessive
rates of	cannabis,	represent important avenues for	improving
the	future	health outcomes of	patients treated for	HCV



Tsui J.I,	et	al.	Drug	and	Alcohol	Dependence	169	(2016)	101–109	

SVR	rates by	AUDIT-C	category
and	HCV	genotype



Tsui J.I,	et	al.	Drug	and	Alcohol	Dependence	169	(2016)	101–109	

SVR	rates by	AUDIT	C	category according
to	cirrhosis and	HIV	status



Alcohol use	and	HCV	treatment	outcomes among
patients who are	using newer DAA	therapies

§ Findings support clinicians in following the current
clinical guidelines, which do not recommend excluding
persons who consume alcohol (HCV Guidance, 2017) 

§ Findings of sensitivity analyses, however, also support
clinicians in continuing to recommend alcohol abstinence
for HCV-infected patients



Conclusion

§ Present data	suggest that ingestion of	more	than 30	g/day of	
alcohol is harmful in	persons with	chronic hepatitis C	

§ Heavy alcohol use	(more	than 50	g	daily)	worsens fibrosis,	
increases risk of	cirrhosis and	increases risk of	HCC	

§ The	deleterious effects of	heavy daily alcohol intake on	the	
course of	chronic hepatitis C	is incontrovertible,	but the	effects
of	lesser amounts of	alcohol are	unclear

§ Patients with	a	history of	alcohol abuse or	dependence should
be	asked to	be	abstinent and	need to	be	supported by	
professional counseling

§ Moderate	alcohol intake should not be	an	exclusion criteria for	
treatment	of	hepatitis C	


